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Here you can find the menu of Mt Fuji Japanese in Deptford. At the moment, there are 15 dishes and drinks on
the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Mt Fuji Japanese:
I recently got here regularly and I usually come for sushi dolphins. they have really beautiful sushi kitchens and

the dunes in the opposite they can literally observe how the chefs make their sushi? I've never been
disappointed, as far as the fish is fresh, the mistsuppe was not so bad. for appetizer my friend is a fan of the

harumaki (scrat early reels) and I am obsessed with her takoyaki (oktoberbälle) my S/O does... read more. The
diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What User

doesn't like about Mt Fuji Japanese:
miso suppe tastes like water. california roll has huge pieces of avocado and an unequal amount of gurke! spicy

tuna comes without veggie or rice and its maic like a kartoffel. if I had opened the view of eating, I would not
have bought the definitiw. I won't buy a roll or buy it again. it tastes bad. read more. In the Mt Fuji Japanese from
Deptford, a lot of fresh vegetables, fish, and meat are used to prepare easy-to-digest, flavorful Japanese meals,

Many customers are also especially looking forward to the diverse, delectable Mexican cuisine. The Asian
fusion cuisine is also an important part of Mt Fuji Japanese. Anyone who finds the normal and generally known
meals too boring can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of
ingredients enjoy, Delicious particularly are the Sushi and specialties like Sashimi that this restaurant is known

for.
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Appet�er�
TAKOYAKI

10 m�� popular
HARUMAKI

�tra�
SWEET POTATO

Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Seafoo�*
GAMBAS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

Japanes� Vegetabl� Roll�
SWEET POTATO ROLL

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

Mai� course�
SUSHI

CRAB

Ingredient� Use�
POTATOES

YELLOWTAIL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

FISH

APPETIZER

ICE CREAM
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Opening Hours:
Saturday 12:30 -23:30
Sunday 12:30 -22:00
Monday 11:00-22:00
Wednesday 11:00-22:00
Thursday 11:00-22:00
Friday 11:00-23:00
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